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Kent Joosten, NASA/Johnson Space Center
At high latitudes, dispersions in values of density for the
middle atmosphere from the GRAM are observed to be large,
particularly in the winter. Trajectories have been run from
28.5 ° to 98 ° . The critical part of the atmosphere for re-entry
is 250,000 - 270,000 ft. 250,000 ft is the altitude where the
shuttle trajectory "levels out". For "ascending" passes (entry
trajectories with an ascending nodal crossing at the equator),
the critical region occurs near the equator. For "descending"
entries the critical region is in northern latitudes. The
computed trajectory is input to the GRAM, which computes means
and deviations of atmospheric parameters at each point along the
trajectory. There is little latitude dispersion for the
ascending passes; the strongest source of deviations is
seasonal; however, very wide seasonal and latitudinal deviations
are exhibited for the descending passes at all orbital
inclinations. For shuttle operations the problem is control to
maintain the correct entry corridor and avoid either aerodynamic
"skipping" or excessive heat loads.
The high dispersions displayed in the model mean that the
designers must allow for correspondingly high surface
temperatures. S. Bowhill suggested that the time in the re-
entry trajectory at which closed-loop control takes over might
be taken as a function of season. However, designers want to be
able to use a single control program sequence. At present,
entry begins with open-loop control. Accuracy of the model is
only a factor prior to going to closed-loop where feedback
controls take over. (It is not possible to use closed-loop
guidance throughout entry because of limitations on closed-loop
roll control capability.)
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